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The dif 
 
 

One big PGES item on the plates of Kentucky teachers at this time is the setting of 
Student Growth Goals (SGG).  It is not a simple process, but there is a lot of information 
available to help you. 
 

Who:     Teachers in Kentucky develop student growth goals, and principals must 
     look at these goals, provide feedback if necessary, approve them, and  
               eventually score them.  NOTE:  Scoring is done after the achievement of the  
     SG; the goal itself is not scored. 
 

What:     Student Growth Goals are a source of evidence in the evaluation process, and  
               they enable teachers to set goals for students (as a group, not individually)  
               and get feedback. 
 

When:    According to the TPGES Year-at-a-Glance calendar, SGG are addressed  
               over a period of time.  (Note:  it is a district decision as to when SGG must be 
               entered into CIITS.) 

    July & August:  Professional learning about SGG; analyze student  
                             assessment data to establish baseline for the development of  
                             the SGG  
    September:      Analyze student assessment data to establish baseline for the  
                             development of the SGG. 
    October:           Monitor SGG progress 
    November:       Review SG Percentile and verify class roster in the Student  
                             Profile in CIITS; conduct mid-course conference with principal  
                              to discuss SG progress and adjust strategies if needed 
    April:                Meet with evaluator to determine if SGG are met 

 

Where:   If your “where” focuses on “where to find help,” one easy answer is: 
http://education.ky.gov/teachers/PGES/TPGES/Pages/TPGES-Student-Growth-

Page.aspx 
    This part of the KDE website is a vast repository of resources you’ll need for  
    the SGG process.  Another good source of help can be found in the SGG  
    videos located at the KDEMediaPortal: 

http://mediaportal.education.ky.gov/ 
 

Why:      Kentucky is using student growth as a part of its evaluation plan because  
               research has shown that the greatest school-related impact on a student’s  
               achievement is that student’s teacher (Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 1998;           
               Haycock, 1998; Carey, 2004).  Student growth goals provide a way to  
               measure the teacher’s contribution to increasing that student achievement. 
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